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Regulatory Compliance
This product has been designed and
tested in accordance with accepted
industry standards, and has been
supplied in a safe condition. To review
the Declaration of Conformity, go to
http://www.keysight.com/go/conformity.

Warranty
THE MATERIAL CONTAINED IN THIS
DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED “AS IS,” AND
IS SUBJECT TO BEING CHANGED,
WITHOUT NOTICE, IN FUTURE
EDITIONS. FURTHER, TO THE
MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, KEYSIGHT
DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD
TO THIS MANUAL AND ANY
INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. KEYSIGHT
SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ERRORS
OR FOR INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES IN
CONNECTION WITH THE
FURNISHING, USE, OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS DOCUMENT
OR OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN. SHOULD KEYSIGHT AND THE
USER HAVE A SEPARATE WRITTEN
AGREEMENT WITH WARRANTY TERMS
COVERING THE MATERIAL IN THIS
DOCUMENT THAT CONFLICT WITH
THESE TERMS, THE WARRANTY
TERMS IN THE SEPARATE
AGREEMENT SHALL CONTROL.

KEYSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES DOES NOT
WARRANT THIRD-PARTY SYSTEM-
LEVEL (COMBINATION OF CHASSIS,
CONTROLLERS, MODULES, ETC.)
PERFORMANCE, SAFETY, OR
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE, UNLESS
SPECIFICALLY STATED.

Technology Licenses
The hardware and/or software
described in this document are
furnished under a license and may be
used or copied only in accordance with
the terms of such license.

U.S. Government Rights
The Software is “commercial computer
software,” as defined by Federal
Acquisition Regulation (“FAR”) 2.101.
Pursuant to FAR 12.212 and 27.405-3
and Department of Defense FAR
Supplement (“DFARS”) 227.7202, the
U.S. government acquires commercial
computer software under the same
terms by which the software is
customarily provided to the public.
Accordingly, Keysight provides the
Software to U.S. government customers
under its standard commercial license,
which is embodied in its End User
License Agreement (EULA), a copy of
which can be found at
http://www.keysight.com/find/sweula. The
license set forth in the EULA represents
the exclusive authority by which the
U.S. government may use, modify,
distribute, or disclose the Software. The
EULA and the license set forth therein,
does not require or permit, among other
things, that Keysight: (1) Furnish
technical information related to
commercial computer software or
commercial computer software
documentation that is not customarily
provided to the public; or (2) Relinquish
to, or otherwise provide, the

government rights in excess of these
rights customarily provided to the
public to use, modify, reproduce,
release, perform, display, or disclose
commercial computer software or
commercial computer software
documentation. No additional
government requirements beyond
those set forth in the EULA shall apply,
except to the extent that those terms,
rights, or licenses are explicitly required
from all providers of commercial
computer software pursuant to the FAR
and the DFARS and are set forth
specifically in writing elsewhere in the
EULA. Keysight shall be under no
obligation to update, revise or otherwise
modify the Software. With respect to
any technical data as defined by FAR
2.101, pursuant to FAR 12.211 and
27.404.2 and DFARS 227.7102, the U.S.
government acquires no greater than
Limited Rights as defined in FAR 27.401
or DFAR 227.7103-5 (c), as applicable in
any technical data.

Safety Notices

A CAUTION notice denotes a hazard. It
calls attention to an operating
procedure, practice, or the like that, if
not correctly performed or adhered to,
could result in damage to the product
or loss of important data. Do not
proceed beyond a CAUTION notice until
the indicated conditions are fully
understood and met.

A WARNING notice denotes a hazard. It
calls attention to an operating
procedure, practice, or the like that, if
not correctly performed or adhered to,
could result in personal injury or death.
Do not proceed beyond a WARNING
notice until the indicated conditions are
fully understood and met.

The following safety precautions should
be observed before using this product
and any associated instrumentation.

This product is intended for use by
qualified personnel who recognize
shock hazards and are familiar with the
safety precautions required to avoid
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possible injury. Read and follow all
installation, operation, and
maintenance information carefully
before using the product.

If this product is not used as specified,
the protection provided by the
equipment could be impaired. This
product must be used in a normal
condition (in which all means for
protection are intact) only.

The types of product users are:

Responsible body is the individual or
group responsible for the use and main-
tenance of equipment, for ensuring that
the equipment is operated within its spe-
cifications and operating limits, and for
ensuring operators are adequately trained.

Operators use the product for its intended
function. They must be trained in electrical
safety procedures and proper use of the
instrument. They must be protected from
electric shock and contactwith hazardous
live circuits.

Maintenancepersonnel perform routine
procedures on the product to keep it oper-
ating properly (for example, setting the line
voltage or replacing consumablemater-
ials). Maintenanceprocedures are
described in the user documentation. The
procedures explicitly state if the operator
may perform them. Otherwise, they should
beperformed only by service personnel.

Service personnel are trained to work on
live circuits, perform safe installations, and
repair products. Only properly trained ser-
vice personnel may perform installation
and service procedures.

Operator is responsible to maintain safe
operating conditions. To ensure safe
operating conditions, modules should
not be operated beyond the full
temperature range specified in the
Environmental and physical
specification. Exceeding safe operating
conditions can result in shorter
lifespans, improper module
performance and user safety issues.
When the modules are in use and

operation within the specified full
temperature range is not maintained,
module surface temperatures may
exceed safe handling conditions which
can cause discomfort or burns if
touched. In the event of a module
exceeding the full temperature range,
always allow the module to cool before
touching or removing modules from
chassis.

Keysight products are designed for use
with electrical signals that are rated
Measurement Category I and
Measurement Category II, as described
in the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) Standard IEC 60664.
Most measurement, control, and data
I/O signals are Measurement Category I
and must not be directly connected to
mains voltage or to voltage sources with
high transient over-voltages.
Measurement Category II connections
require protection for high transient
over-voltages often associated with
local AC mains connections. Assume all
measurement, control, and data I/O
connections are for connection to
Category I sources unless otherwise
marked or described in the user
documentation.

Exercise extreme caution when a shock
hazard is present. Lethal voltage may
be present on cable connector jacks or
test fixtures. The American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) states that a
shock hazard exists when voltage levels
greater than 30V RMS, 42.4V peak, or
60VDC are present. A good safety
practice is to expect that hazardous
voltage is present in any unknown
circuit before measuring.

Operators of this product must be
protected from electric shock at all
times. The responsible body must
ensure that operators are prevented
access and/or insulated from every
connection point. In some cases,
connections must be exposed to
potential human contact. Product
operators in these circumstances must
be trained to protect themselves from
the risk of electric shock. If the circuit is
capable of operating at or above 1000V,
no conductive part of the circuit may be
exposed.

Do not connect switching cards directly
to unlimited power circuits. They are
intended to be used with impedance-
limited sources. NEVER connect
switching cards directly to AC mains.
When connecting sources to switching
cards, install protective devices to limit
fault current and voltage to the card.

Before operating an instrument, ensure
that the line cord is connected to a
properly-grounded power receptacle.
Inspect the connecting cables, test
leads, and jumpers for possible wear,
cracks, or breaks before each use.

When installing equipment where
access to the main power cord is
restricted, such as rack mounting, a
separate main input power disconnect
device must be provided in close
proximity to the equipment and within
easy reach of the operator.

For maximum safety, do not touch the
product, test cables, or any other
instruments while power is applied to
the circuit under test. ALWAYS remove
power from the entire test system and
discharge any capacitors before:
connecting or disconnecting cables or
jumpers, installing or removing
switching cards, or making internal
changes, such as installing or removing
jumpers.

Do not touch any object that could
provide a current path to the common
side of the circuit under test or power
line (earth) ground. Always make
measurements with dry hands while
standing on a dry, insulated surface
capable of withstanding the voltage
being measured.

The instrument and accessories must
be used in accordance with its
specifications and operating
instructions, or the safety of the
equipment may be impaired.

Do not exceed the maximum signal
levels of the instruments and
accessories, as defined in the
specifications and operating
information, and as shown on the
instrument or test fixture panels, or
switching card.

When fuses are used in a product,
replace with the same type and rating
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for continued protection against fire
hazard.

Chassis connections must only be used
as shield connections for measuring
circuits, NOT as safety earth ground
connections.

If you are using a test fixture, keep the
lid closed while power is applied to the
device under test. Safe operation
requires the use of a lid interlock.

Instrumentation and accessories shall
not be connected to humans.

Before performing any maintenance,
disconnect the line cord and all test
cables.

To maintain protection from electric
shock and fire, replacement
components in mains circuits –
including the power transformer, test
leads, and input jacks – must be
purchased from Keysight. Standard
fuses with applicable national safety
approvals may be used if the rating and
type are the same. Other components
that are not safety-related may be
purchased from other suppliers as long
as they are equivalent to the original
component (note that selected parts
should be purchased only through
Keysight to maintain accuracy and
functionality of the product). If you are
unsure about the applicability of a
replacement component, call an
Keysight office for information.

No operator serviceable parts inside.
Refer servicing to qualified personnel.
To prevent electrical shock do not
remove covers. For continued
protection against fire hazard, replace
fuse with same type and rating.

PRODUCT MARKINGS:

The CE mark is a registered trademark
of the European Community.

Australian Communication and Media
Authority mark to indicate regulatory
compliance as a registered supplier.

This symbol indicates product
compliance with the Canadian
Interference-Causing Equipment
Standard (ICES-001). It also identifies
the product is an Industrial Scientific
and Medical Group 1 Class A product
(CISPR 11, Clause 4).

This product complies with the WEEE
Directive marketing requirement. The
affixed product label (above) indicates
that you must not discard this
electrical/electronic product in
domestic household waste. Product
Category: With reference to the
equipment types in the WEEE directive
Annex 1, this product is classified as
“Monitoring and Control
instrumentation” product. Do not
dispose in domestic household waste.
To return unwanted products, contact
your local Keysight office, or for more
information see
http://about.keysight.com/en/companyinfo/e
nvironment/takeback.shtml.

This symbol indicates the instrument is
sensitive to electrostatic discharge
(ESD). ESD can damage the highly
sensitive components in your
instrument. ESD damage is most likely
to occur as the module is being
installed or when cables are connected
or disconnected. Protect the circuits
from ESD damage by wearing a
grounding strap that provides a high
resistance path to ground. Alternatively,
ground yourself to discharge any built-
up static charge by touching the outer
shell of any grounded instrument
chassis before touching the port
connectors.

This symbol on an instrument means
caution, risk of danger. You should refer
to the operating instructions located in
the user documentation in all cases
where the symbol is marked on the
instrument.

This symbol indicates the time period
during which no hazardous or toxic
substance elements are expected to
leak or deteriorate during normal use.
Forty years is the expected useful life of
the product.
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Overview
Keysight's M8920A Radio Test Set combines modular hardware with application-
specific software in a single flexible and scalable chassis. This provides broad multi-
format coverage for next generation radio testing.

The N9093 Radio Test Mode provides stimulus and response functions for
measurements of portable radios, specifically Land Mobile Radios, Digital Mobile
Radios, and Tactical Mobile Radios.

Radio Test is a multi-window measurement. Many of the windows provide
measurements drawn directly from other X-Series applications such as Analog
Demod and Vector Modulation Analysis (VMA). Where possible, the functionality and
user interfaces (front panel and remote) have been kept the same for the Radio Test
windows so those who are familiar with the native X-Series applications can make
Radio Test measurements using the same techniques.

The Radio Test Mode requires either license N9093EM0E (for Analog demodulation) or
N9093EM1E (for Digital demodulation). Throughout this document, features that
specifically require one license or the other are called out; otherwise the features are
enabled by either license.

Other topics in this chapter are:

Related Documentation (page 10)

M8920A Hardware (page 12)

N9093 Multitouch User Interface Overview (page 15)

Alignment (page 27)
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Related Documentation

To access documentation related to the Keysight M8920A PXIe Radio Test Set, use
one of the following methods:

If the product software is installed on your PC, you automatically have access
to the N9093 Radio Test mode Help system. The other documents described
below are available on the DVD included in your shipment and at this location:
www.keysight.com/find/M8920A. Select Document Library.

Document Description Format

Getting Started
Guide

Includes procedures to help you unpack, inspect, install
(software and hardware), perform instrument connections,
verify operability, and troubleshoot your product. Also
includes an annotated block diagram.

PDF

Measurement and
Programming
Guide

Provides examples of different types of radio test
measurements.

PDF

N9093 Radio Test
mode Help

Provides functional description and SCPI commands for
each menu key.

HTML5

IVI Driver
reference (Help
system)

Provides detailed documentation of the IVI-COM and IVI-C
driver API functions, as well as information to help you get
started using the IVI drivers in your application
development environment.

NOTE: The IVI driver applies to the N9093 and other X-
Series applications.

CHM
(Microsoft
Help
Format)

LabVIEW Driver
Reference

Provides detailed documentation of the LabVIEW G driver
API functions.

CHM
(Microsoft
Help
Format)

Data Sheet In addition to a detailed product introduction, the data
sheet supplies full product specifications.

PDF

10 Measurement Guide
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Security Information

The security guide for the M8920A Radio Test Set and modules are located here:
www.http://rfmw.em.keysight.com/aerospace/index.aspx
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M8920A Hardware

The N9093 Radio Test X-Series application provides the fundamental Radio Test Set
Graphical User Interface (GUI) and programming API to the M8920A Radio Test Set. It
is the first X-Series application to combine RF signal analysis, RF signal generation,
audio signal analysis, and audio signal generation in a single application, on a single
screen.

The N9093 Radio Test application (mode) leverages measurements from the N9063
Analog Demod, N9054 VMA Digital Demod, and RF Spectrum applications. Because
of this, the GUI controls should be familiar to users of these applications, and the
programming API should allow easy porting of test code written for X-Series
Benchtop spectrum analyzers.

LabVIEW, IVI-COM and IVI-C drivers are provided covering the same functionality as
the SCPI API of the N9093 application. Refer to Programming Overview (page 24).
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Hardware setup and cabling configuration

The figures below shows the basic hardware setup of the M8920A hardware setup
and cabling configuration.
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M8920A cable connections

Part Number Connection Cable Description

M9470-21615 M9470A 100 MHz Out (Reference)
to VXT 100 MHz In

Cable, rigid, SMB (Male) - SMB 
(Male)

M9470-21616 VXT RF Out to
M9470A RF In

Cable, rigid, SMA (Male) - SMA (Male)

M9470-21618 M9470A RF Out to VXT RF In Cable, rigid, SMA (Male) - SMA (Male)
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N9093 Multitouch User Interface Overview

The diagram below shows the basic elements of the Multitouch User Interface. The
naming conventions shown here are used to describe the key-press sequence for the
measurement examples.

Mode, Measurement, View

Radio Test Mode consists of a single measurement, "Radio Test". This measurement
is very powerful, supporting analog and digital RF generation and analysis, as well as
audio generation and analysis for transmitter and receiver testing. Many default,
customizable views are provided to support analog and digital receiver, transmitter,
or duplex testing.
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Measurement Sequencing

When a Radio Test Measurement View shows multiple measurement types, such as
RF Spectrum, Analog Demod Spectrum, and Audio Spectrum, each of these three
measurement types will be performed sequentially. Care must be taken to optimize
the measurement view configuration and setup of individual measurements, as the
overall measurement time per sweep will be limited by the total time of each of the
individual measurements. For example, if you do not need to perform Analog Demod
measurements, you should configure your View such that there are no Analog Demod
results displayed.

When Sequencing is On and there are multiple Screens, all
Screens update in sequence. When Sequencing is Off, only the
selected Screen updates.
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Stimulus and Response

RF and audio generation windows can be used to control the RF generator and audio
generator independently of the measurements. Changes made to the RF generator
and audio generator will take effect immediately, even while measurements are
ongoing. You can see stimulus/response effects quickly. For example, if you are
manually measuring sensitivity of a receiver, you can adjust the RF Generator
amplitude and see the impact on audio SINAD immediately.

Generator Control

RF and Audio generator controls have more detailed setup screens for waveform and
modulation setup.

On the RF Generator, you can choose Analog, Digital, and ARB waveforms. Detailed
screens are available that let you configure each mode of operation. The N9093 Radio
Test Mode also gives you access to built-in digital waveforms, and more analog
capability than what is provided in the VXT.

Analog modulation can be configured from the RF Generator panel and the
Input/Output menu, or for more advanced capability, Signal Studio waveforms can be
loaded from the Mod Setup panel.
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Multiple Screen Tabs

The Multitouch user interface allows you to create multiple "Screens" with different
configurations. Each screen displays one Measurement in one mode. However, in the
case of Radio Test Mode, the screen displays the various Views. In this way, you can
configure specific screens for Tx and Rx testing, for example, and easily switch
between them.

Menu Panel Context

The Menu Panel to the right side of the screen reflects the context of the highlighted
window. (That is, the menus show different setting options depending on which
window is selected.) Keep this in mind when setting up a measurement. To set up the
Analog Demod measurement, you should make sure to select one of the windows
that contains an Analog Demod result before navigating to the Menu Panel to
configure it.
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Measurement Bar

The Measurement Bar shows general measurement settings and information. The
annotations on this bar can be used to change settings. Tap or click anywhere in the
annotation box to access the drop-down panel that contains several relevant
parameters.

Data Results

Each window contains one data result. This can be selected from the drop-down in
the top left corner of each window. Selecting the data from the drop-down allows you
to choose from many different measurement results.
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Programming Overview

The N9093 Radio Test application programming API is primarily a SCPI command set.
Additionally, Keysight provides several other drivers and tools for automating
operation programmatically. This section will provide more information on the drivers
and tools that are now available or will be available in the future. In addition, this
section will provide an overview of drivers and SCPI command sets for other
applications that run on the M8920A or the M9421A VXT.

VXT IVI driver

This driver provides lower-level programming support such as IQ Acquisition and Fast
Power measurements, outside of the X-apps GUI. This is currently only supported on
the M9421A VXT, and not supported on the M8920A Radio Test Set. Refer to the
VXT PXIe Vector Transceiver Programmer's Guide.

Base drivers

The base IVI and LabVIEW drivers cover Spectrum Mode and some other basic
instrument interfaces. Note that Spectrum Mode is not supported on the VXT or
M8920A hardware currently.

IVI base driver

The IVI base driver is a prerequisite for all other IVI drivers mentioned below. This
must be installed for the Radio Test IVI and other IVI drivers to properly function.

Refer to Base - X-Series Signal Analyzers IVI and MATLAB Instrument Drivers.

LabVIEW base driver

The LabVIEW base driver is also available for basic instrument support.

Refer to Base - X-Series Signal Analyzers LabVIEW Instrument Driver.

IQ Analyzer mode

The IQ Analyzer mode SCPI interface definition is included in the Mode help.

You cannot view *.chm files remotely. Youmust first download the
file to your PC and open it from the location it was saved.

Refer to IQ Analyzer Mode Help for M9240A/21A (.chm file).

Additionally, the VXT User's and Programmer's Reference is available.

Refer to IQ Analyzer Mode User's & Programmer's Reference.
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The IQ Analyzer IVI driver and the IQ LabVIEW driver are not yet
available.

Vector Modulation Analyzer (VMA) mode

Following is a list of product help and driver information for the VMA.

Vector Modulation Analyzer Mode SCPI Help

VMA X-Series Spectrum Analyzer IVI and MATLAB Instrument driver for the
M8920A Radio Test Set

XSAnVMA LabVIEW driver for the M8920A Radio Test Set

Analog Demod, LTE, WLAN, & Bluetooth SCPI interface

SCPI interface documentation is included in the Mode help .chm files. IVI and
LabVIEW drivers are not currently available for the M8920A.

You cannot view *.chm files remotely. Youmust first download the
file to your PC and open it from the location it was saved.

Analog Demod Mode SCPI Help (.chm file)

LTE-Advanced FDD Mode Help (chm file)

LTE-Advanced TDD Mode Help (chm file)

WLAN Measurement Application Help (chm file)

Bluetooth Measurement Application (chm file)

LTE TDD, LTE FDD, WCDMA, WLAN, Analog Demod, and IQ
Analyzer Basic IVI and MATLAB drivers

Following is a list of drivers available for the M9421A VXT PXIe Vector Transceiver
module.

Youmust install the Base Driver before installing any of the X-
Series Application drivers. Refer to Base - X-Series Signal
Analyzers IVI andMATLAB Instrument Drivers.

LTE TDD - X-Series Signal Analyzers IVI and MATLAB Instrument Drivers

LTE FDD - X-Series Signal Analyzers IVI and MATLAB Instrument Drivers

WCDMA - X-Series Signal Analyzers IVI and MATLAB Instrument Drivers

WLAN - X-Series Signal Analyzers IVI and MATLAB Instrument Drivers

Analog Demod - X-Series Signal Analyzers IVI and MATLAB Instrument Drivers

I/Q Analyzer Basic - X-Series IVI and MATLAB Instrument Drivers

http://rfmw.em.keysight.com/wireless/helpfiles/VMAMode/FlexUI.htm
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Overview

Command Expert

In addition to SCPI, IVI and LabVIEW drivers, Keysight Command Expert can be used
to create scripts for the X-Series analyzers, including the M9421A VXT. These scripts
can be integrated into programs written in Microsoft Visual Studio languages,
LabVIEW, and MATLAB.

See the supported instruments page below for details of which applications and
hardware are currently supported. If the M8920A Radio Test Set or M9421A VXT PXIe
Vector Transceiver module are not currently supported, the generic SCPI capability
can be used to create scripts. Refer to

Instruments Supported by Command Expert
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Alignment

You should perform an alignment of all subsystems,

at least once a week

any time a module is switched out of the chassis

any time a connection change has been made

whenever the ambient temperature has changed ±5°C

The alignment will take approximately 25minutes to
complete.

1. Start the Modular TRX application by selecting the desktop icon.

2. Select the hardware configuration for the Radio Test Solution then select Run
Selected.

3. Select the (Settings icon) to bring up the System Settings menu.

Ensure that there are no RF signals present at the inputs of the
M9470A prior to running the alignment.
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4. From System Settings, select Alignments, Align Now, Align All Now.
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Analog Transceiver Measurements

To use this feature youmust have an N9093EM0E license.

The Analog transmitter and receiver measurements examples were made using an
Analog FM radio set to 452.125 MHz.

You can substitute settings as applicable for your radio testing
requirements.

Analog Transmitter Measurements

This section includes the following transmitter measurement procedures. At the end
of each procedure is the equivalent SCPI and C# example.

Setting Up Analog Tx Basic Measurement Parameters (page 30)

Measuring Tx Conducted Carrier Output Power Rating (page 39)

Measuring Adjacent Channel Power Ratio (page 41)

Measuring Tx FM Hum and Noise (page 48)

Measuring Tx Carrier Frequency Stability (page 52)

Measuring Tx Audio Distortion (page 54)
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Setting Up Analog Tx Basic Measurement Parameters

This basic measurement setup will be used as the starting point for all Analog Tx
measurement examples.

To setup the basic measurement

1. In the Menu Panel, select the Preset icon and select Mode Preset to
set the Radio Test Solution to a known state.

2. At the top of the display, select the Screen tab to open the
Mode/Measurement/View Selector window.

3. Select Radio Test Mode > Radio Test Measurement > Analog Tx View, then
select OK.

The Analog Tx View displays Audio Generator, RF Spectrum, Analog Demod
Spectrum, and Analog Demod Metrics results windows.
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4.  Highlight the RF Spectrum window and select Center, as shown in the figure
above. Set the center frequency to 452.125 MHz, the frequency of the
transmitter. Alternately, you can set the center frequency from the Menu Panel
under Frequency.

5. From the Menu Panel, select Amplitude > Range tab and set the Range to
35 dBm. The transmission power of this radio.

6. Select the Wave form parameters. Choices are:
Sine: used for 1 kHz test tone

Duel Sine : used to generate a 1 kHz test tone plus CTCSS. It can also be
used to generate two tones, i.e. DTMF Tones.

CTCSS Examle:

a. Set Sine 1 to 1 kHz.

b. Set Sine 2 to the CTCSS sub-audible tone frequency. For this example,
131.8 Hz.

c. Set the amplitude. This is set as a percentage of the peak amplitude of
the waveform.

Typically, you want to set the CTCSS tone to 15% of the system deviation. In
this case, for a 1 kHz system deviation, we would want a 150 Hz CTCSS tone
deviation. In order to set this up, you need to set the FM deviation based on the
total of the two tone's deviations.

In this example, Total deviation = Sine 1 deviation + Sine 2 deviation.

Since Sine 2 deviation is 15% of total, and Sine 1 deviation + Sine 1 deviation is
1 kHz
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Total deviation - 1 kHz + 150 Hz = 1150 Hz.

Now, we need to determine the percent of total deviation for the second tone.

Sine 2 percent * 1150 Hz = 150 Hz

Sine 2 percent - 13.04%

This results in a 150 Hz CTCSS tone and a 1 kHz main tone.

Typical CTCSS Sub-Audio Tones

*Some radios use 69.4 Hz instead, which better fits the harmonic sequence, and this tone
is often omitted as a choice.
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DTMF Example

For a digit tone number 3:

a. Set Sine 1 (FM Rate) to 697 Hz

b. Set Sine 2 Rate to 1477 Hz tone frequency

c. Set the total deviation for the DTMF tone to 3.3 kHz or less (i.e. typically
2/3 of the maximum channel bandwidth).

For a 2.5 kHz narrowband channel you would typically use a total deviation of
1.65 kHz.

Therefore, with Sine one set to 697 Hz, Sine 2 set to 1477 Hz, FM Deviation set
to 3.3 kHz, and Sine 2 set to 50% of total deviation you will generate a dual
tone representing the number 3 on a keypad.

Typical DTMF Keypad Tones
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7. Select the Analog Demod Metrics window to highlight.

8. Go to the Menu Panel and select Meas Setup from the drop down menu.

9. Set Demod Type to FM.

10. In the Menu Panel, select Input/Output > RF Source tab > RF Output Port to
T/R.
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11. Select the Input tab and set the RF Input Port to T/R.
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To save the basic Analog Tx screen configuration state

This basic setup will be the starting point for all of the other Analog Tx measurements
shown in this guide. To simplify the process you can save the state and recall it for
later use.

1. In the Control Bar, select the Folder icon and select Save.

2. Select Screen Config + State > Save As to open the Save to File dialog box.
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3. Enter a file name (for example, AnalogTx_basic) and select Save.

To recall the Analog Tx screen configuration state

1. Select the Folder icon and select Recall.

2. Select Screen Config + State > Recall From File.

3. Navigate to the AnalogTx_basic.screen file and select Recall.
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SCPI equivalent programming example
:SYSTem:PRESet
:DISP:RTESt:VIEW ATX
:SENSe:FREQuency:CENTer 452125000
:SENSe:POWer:RF:RANGe 35
:AFGenerator1:OUTPut ON
:AFGenerator1:FREQuency 1000
:AFGenerator1:AMPLitude 0.008 V
:AFGenerator1:FGENerator:WAVeform SINE
:SENSe:ADEMod:MODulation:TYPE FM
:SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:OUTPut TR
:SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:INPut TR
:MMEMory:STORe:SCONfig "AnalogTx_basic"
:MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig "AnalogTx_basic"

C# equivalent programming example
public void AnalogTxBasicMeasurement(double CenterFrequency, double RFRange,
double AudioFrequency, double Volts, string AudioType, string modType, string
FileName)
{

SendScpiCommand(":SYSTem:PRESet");
SendScpiCommand(":DISP:RTES:VIEW ATX");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FREQuency:CENTer " + CenterFrequency);
//452125000
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:POWer:RF:RANGe " + RFRange); //35
SendScpiCommand(":AFGenerator:OUTPut ON");
SendScpiCommand(":AFGenerator:FREQuency " + AudioFrequency); //1000
SendScpiCommand(":AFGenerator:AMPLitude " + Volts + " V"); //0.008
SendScpiCommand(":AFGenerator:FGENerator:WAVeform " + AudioType); //SINE
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ADEMod:MODulation:TYPE " + modType); //FM
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:OUTPut TR");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:INPut TR");
SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:STORe:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");

//AnalogTx_basic
SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");

}
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Measuring Tx Conducted Carrier Output Power Rating

The transmitter conducted carrier output power rating is the power available at the
output terminals of the transmitter when the terminals are connected to a standard
transmitter load.

Refer to TIA Standard 603-E, section 2.2.1, for more information.

To measure output power

1. Refer to Setting Up Analog Tx Basic Measurement Parameters (page 30), or if
you have saved the Screen Config + State to a file, go to To recall the Analog Tx
screen configuration state (page 37).

2. In the RF Spectrum window, change the Span to 40 MHz.

3. In the Menu panel, select Marker > Marker Function tab > Band Power and set
the Band Span to 10 MHz.

4. Key the transmitter.

5. Note the Band Power as shown in the RF Spectrum window.
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SCPI equivalent programming example
:MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig "AnalogTx_basic"
:SENSe:MONitor:FREQuency:SPAN 40000000
:CALCulate:MONitor:MARKer1:STATe ON
:CALCulate:MONitor:MARKer:FUNCtion BPOW
:CALCulate:MONitor:MARKer:FUNCtion:BAND:SPAN 10000000
//Please Key the Transmitter
:INITiate:RESTart
:CALCulate:MONitor:MARKer1:FUNCtion:RESult?

C# equivalent programming example
public double MeasureTxConductedCarrierOutputPowerRating(double Span, double
MarkerSpan, string FileName)
{

SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");
//AnalogTx_basic
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:MONitor:FREQuency:SPAN " + Span); //40000000
SendScpiCommand(":CALCulate:MONitor:MARKer1:STATe ON");
SendScpiCommand(":CALCulate:MONitor:MARKer:FUNCtion BPOW");
SendScpiCommand(":CALCulate:MONitor:MARKer:FUNCtion:BAND:SPAN " +
MarkerSpan);
//10000000
//Please insert logic to key the transmitter
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
return = ScpiQuery<double>
(":CALCulate:MONitor:MARKer1:FUNCtion:RESult?");

}
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Measuring Adjacent Channel Power Ratio

Adjacent Channel Power Ratio (ACPR) is the ratio of total power of a transmitter
under fixed conditions and modulation, to the part of the output power that falls within
a specified passband centered on the nominal frequency of either adjacent channels,
or channels further offset above or below the carrier frequency.

Refer to TIA Standard 603-E, section 2.2.14, for more information.

To recall the basic setup and add the ACP Graph window to the Screen
view

1. Refer to Setting Up Analog Tx Basic Measurement Parameters (page 30), or if
you have saved the Screen Config + State to a file, go to To recall the Analog Tx
screen configuration state (page 37).

2. Add the ACP Graph window to the screen by first selecting the View Editor
button at the bottom of the window.

3. In View Editor mode, select one of two arrows containing + signs to create a
new window to the right or below the current window.

4. In the Data Window drop-down menu, double click the No Data tab and select
ACP Graph.
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5. Click on the View Editor button to close the editor and return to normal mode.

To measure ACP

1. Key the transmitter.

2. Verify the carrier power to the adjacent channel power is within the
specifications of the DUT.
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To perform advanced analysis

1. Double click on the ACP Graph window to open in full screen.

2. In the Menu panel select Meas Setup > Carrier/Offset/Limits Config.

3. Set the carrier, carrier spacing, noise bandwidth and measurement method to
further analyze the DUT signal.

4. In the Configuration panel (left pane), select Offset to set the spacing of the
offset regions.
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5. In the Configuration panel (left pane), select the Limits tab and then select Limit
Test to turn on Limits.
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SCPI equivalent programming example
:MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig "AnalogTx_basic"
:DISP:RTES:VIEW AT23
//Please Key the Transmitter
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:ACPower1? //The second number in this return sequence is the carrier
power (dBm)
:FETCh:ACPower3? //Reference and Absolute Limits test results, to be
leveraged by user, 1=fail 0=pass, see N9093 Radio Test Mode Help for
additional explanation
:SENSe:ACPower:CARRier1:COUNt 1
:SENSe:ACPower:CARRier1:LIST:WIDTh 25000
:SENSe:ACPower:CARRier1:LIST:BANDwidth:INTegration 25000
:SENSe:ACPower:OFFSet1:OUTer:TYPE CTOCenter
:SENSe:ACPower:OFFSet1:OUTer:LIST:STATe ON, ON, ON
:SENSe:ACPower:OFFSet1:OUTer:LIST:FREQuency 25000, 50000, 75000
:SENSe:ACPower:OFFSet1:OUTer:LIST:BANDwidth:INTegration 25000, 25000, 25000
:CALCulate:ACPower:LIMit:STATe ON
//Please Key the Transmitter
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:ACPower1? //The second number in this return sequence is the carrier
power (dBm)
:FETCh:ACPower3? //Reference and Absolute Limits test results, to be
leveraged by user, 1=fail 0=pass, see N9093 Radio Test Mode Help for
additional explanation

C# equivalent programming example
public double[] MeasuringAdjacentChannelPowerRatio(string FileName, int
CarrierCount, double CarrierWidth, double IntegrationBandwidth, bool
OffsetStates, int OffsetCount, double Offset1Freq, double Offset2Freq, double
Offset3Freq, double Offset4Freq, double Offset5Freq, double Offset6Freq,
double OffsetBandwidth, bool LimitState)
{
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double[] ResultArray = new double[2];
double[] Workspace;
SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");
//AnalogTx_basic
SendScpiCommand(":DISP:RTES:VIEW AT23");
//Please insert logic to key the transmitter
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:ACPower1?");
ResultArray[0] = Workspace[1];
ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:ACPower3?"); //Reference and Absolute Limits
test results, to be leveraged by user, 1=fail 0=pass, see N9093 Radio
Test Mode Help for additional explanation
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ACPower:CARRier1:COUNt " + CarrierCount); //1
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ACPower:CARRier1:LIST:WIDTh " + CarrierWidth);
//25000
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ACPower:CARRier1:LIST:BANDwidth:INTegration " +
IntegrationBandwidth); //25000
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ACPower:OFFSet1:OUTer:TYPE CTOCenter");
if (OffsetStates) //true
{

string Holder = " ";
for (int i = 1; i < OffsetCount; i++) //3
{

Holder = Holder + "ON, ";
}
Holder = Holder + "ON";
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ACPower:OFFSet1:OUTer:LIST:STATe" + Holder);

}
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ACPower:OFFSet1:OUTer:LIST:FREQuency " +
Offset1Freq + ", " + Offset2Freq + ", " + Offset3Freq + ", " +
Offset4Freq + ", " + Offset5Freq + ", " + Offset6Freq); //25000, 50000,
75000, 0, 0, 0
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ACPower:OFFSet1:OUTer:LIST:BANDwidth:INTegration
" + OffsetBandwidth + ", " + OffsetBandwidth + ", " + OffsetBandwidth +
", " + OffsetBandwidth + ", " + OffsetBandwidth + ", " +
OffsetBandwidth); //25000, 25000, 25000, 25000, 25000, 25000
if (LimitState) //true

{
SendScpiCommand(":CALCulate:ACPower:LIMit:STATe ON");

}
//Please insert logic to key the transmitter if it is not still keyed
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:ACPower1?");
ResultArray[1] = Workspace[1];
ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:ACPower3?"); //Reference and Absolute Limits
test results, to be leveraged by user, 1=fail 0=pass, see N9093 Radio
Test Mode Help for additional explanation
return ResultArray; //Returns carrier power (dBm) before and after

}
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Measuring Tx FM Hum and Noise

FM Hum and Noise is a ratio of standard test modulation to the residual

frequency modulation measured by the test receiver. This test should be performed
with any audio compression or expansion circuit disabled.

Refer to TIA Standard 603-E, section 2.2.8, for more information.

To measure Tx Hum and Noise

1. Refer to Setting Up Analog Tx Basic Measurement Parameters (page 30), or if
you have saved the Screen Config + State to a file, go to To recall the Analog Tx
screen configuration state (page 37).

2. Highlight the Analog Demod A/F window.

3. Go to the Menu Panel and select Meas Setup > Filters tab and set the following
parameters:

a. Highpass Filter to 50 Hz

b. Lowpass Filter to 15 kHz

The Filter settings depend on the radio manufacturer
settings.

4. In the Analog Demod (A/F) window set AF Start to 300 Hz and AF Stop to 3 kHz.

5. In the Menu Panel select Meas Setup > Filters tab and set De-emphasis to
750 µS.

6. Go to the Display menu > Metric Settings and select RMS Ratio.

7. In the Measure Bar, set the Single/Continuous icon
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to Single.

8. Key the Transmitter.

9. In the Measure Bar, select Restart.

10. In the Display menu, select Set Reference. In the Analog Demod Metrics
window, you can see that RMS Ratio has been set to 0 dB.

11. In the Audio Generator window, turn Audio Output Off.

12. Initiate a single sweep again. Hum and Noise is automatically calculated and
displayed in the in the RMS Ratio field as –51.45 dB.
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SCPI equivalent programming example
:MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig "AnalogTx_basic"
:SENSe:ADEMod:HPFilter HPF50
:SENSe:ADEMod:LPFilter LPF15K
:SENSe:AFANalyzer:AFSPectrum:FREQuency:STARt 300
:SENSe:AFANalyzer:AFSPectrum:FREQuency:STOP 3000
:SENSe:ADEMod:DEEMphasis US750
:DISPlay:ADEMod:VIEW:METRics:MMAGnitude RMSRatio
:INITiate:CONTinuous OFF
//Please Key the Transmitter
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:ADEMod7? //The second number in this return sequence is the reference
ratio (dB)
:DISP:AFAN:METR:MMAG RMSR
:AFGenerator1:OUTPut OFF
//Please Key the Transmitter
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:ADEMod7? //The second number in this return sequence is the reference
ratio (dB)

C# equivalent programming example
public double[] MeasuringTxHumandNoise(string FileName, double AFStart,
double AFStop)
{

double[] ResultArray = new double[2];
double[] Workspace;
SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");
//AnalogTx_basic
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ADEMod:HPFilter HPF50");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ADEMod:LPFilter LPF15K");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ADEMod:AFSPectrum:FREQuency:STARt " + AFStart);
//300
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ADEMod:AFSPectrum:FREQuency:STOP " + AFStop);
//3000
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ADEMod:DEEMphasis US750");
SendScpiCommand(":DISPlay:ADEMod:VIEW:METRics:MMAGnitude RMSRatio");
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:CONTinuous OFF");
//Please insert logic to key the transmitter
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:ADEMod7?");
ResultArray[0] = Workspace[1];
SendScpiCommand(":DISP:AFAN:METR:MMAG RMSR");
SendScpiCommand(":AFGenerator1:OUTPut OFF");
//Please insert logic to key the transmitter if it is not still keyed
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:ADEMod7?");
ResultArray[1] = Workspace[1];
return ResultArray; //Returns reference ratio (dB) before and after

}
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Measuring Tx Carrier Frequency Stability

Carrier Frequency Stability is the ability of the transmitter to maintain an assigned
carrier frequency.

Refer to TIA Standard 603-E, section 2.2.2, for more information.

To measure Carrier Frequency Stability

1. Refer to Setting Up Analog Tx Basic Measurement Parameters (page 30), or if
you have saved the Screen Config + State to a file, go to To recall the Analog Tx
screen configuration state (page 37).

2. Select the Audio Generator window and set Audio Output to Off.

3. Key the transmitter.

In this example, the Carrier Freq. err is –78.67 Hz (Carrier is 452.046 MHz).
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SCPI equivalent programming example
:MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig "AnalogTx_basic"
:AFGenerator1:OUTPut OFF
//Please Key the Transmitter
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:ADEMod1? //The third number in this return sequence is the carrier
frequency error (Hz)

C# equivalent programming example
public double MeasuringTxCarrierFrequencyStability(string FileName)
{

double[] Workspace;
SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");
//AnalogTx_basic
SendScpiCommand(":AFGenerator1:OUTPut OFF");
//Please insert logic to key the transmitter
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:ADEMod1?");
return Workspace[2]; //Returns Carrier Frequency Error (Hz)

}
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Measuring Tx Audio Distortion

Audio Distortion is the voltage ratio, typically expressed as a percentage of the rms
value of the unwanted signal of the transmitter's demodulated output to the rms
value of the whole signal at the transmitter's demodulated output.

Refer to TIA Standard 603-E, section 2.2.7, for more information.

To measure Audio Distortion

1. Refer to Setting Up Analog Tx Basic Measurement Parameters (page 30), or if
you have saved the Screen Config + State to a file, go to To recall the Analog Tx
screen configuration state (page 37).

2. Highlight the Analog Demod A/F window.

3. Go to the Menu Panel and select Meas Setup > Filters tab and set the following
parameters:

a. Highpass Filter to 50 Hz

b. Lowpass Filter to 15 kHz

The Filter settings depend on the radio manufacturer
settings.

4. In the Analog Demod (A/F) window, set AF Start to 300 Hz and AF Stop to 3
kHz.

5. In the Menu Panel, select Meas Setup > Filters tab and set De-emphasis to
750 µS.

6. Key the transmitter.
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In this example, the audio distortion is .46%.

The unit can be changed from (%) to dB depending on your
preference.
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SCPI equivalent programming example
:MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig "AnalogTx_basic"
:SENSe:ADEMod:HPFilter HPF50
:SENSe:ADEMod:LPFilter LPF15K
:SENSe:ADEMod:AFSPectrum:FREQuency:STARt 300
:SENSe:ADEMod:AFSPectrum:FREQuency:STOP 3000
:SENSe:ADEMod:DEEMphasis US750
//Please Key the Transmitter
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:ADEMod1? //The sixth number in this return sequence is the audio
distortion (%)

C# equivalent programming example
public double MeasuringTxAudioDistortion(string FileName, double AFStart,
double AFStop)
{

SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");
//AnalogTx_basic
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ADEMod:HPFilter HPF50");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ADEMod:LPFilter LPF15K");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ADEMod:AFSPectrum:FREQuency:STARt " + AFStart);
//300
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ADEMod:AFSPectrum:FREQuency:STOP " + AFStop);
//3000
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:ADEMod:DEEMphasis US750");
//Please insert logic to key the transmitter
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
double[] Workspace;
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:ADEMod1?");
return Workspace[5]; //Returns Audio Distortion (%)

}
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To use this feature youmust have an N9093EM0E license.

The following Analog measurements examples were made using an Analog FM radio
set to 452.125 MHz. Each measurement procedure is followed with the equivalent
SCPI and C# example.

You can substitute settings as applicable for your radio testing
requirements.

Setting Up the Basic Analog Rx Measurement Parameters (page 60)

Measuring Rx Rated Audio Frequency Output Power (page 65)

Measuring Rx Sensitivity (Standard SINAD) (page 68)

Measuring Rx Audio Frequency Response (page 71)

Measuring Rx FM Hum and Noise (page 75)

Measuring Rx Audio Distortion (page 78)

Measuring Rx Audio Squelch Sensitivity (page 81)

Performing a Typical Rx Production Test (page 84)



Setting Up the Basic Analog Rx Measurement Parameters

This basic measurement setup will be used as the starting point for all Analog Rx
measurement examples.

To setup the basic measurement

1. In the Menu Panel, select the Preset icon and select Mode Preset to
set the Radio Test Solution to a known state.

2. At the top of the display, select the Screen tab to open the
Mode/Measurement/View Selector window.

3. Select Radio Test Mode> Radio Test Measurement> Analog Rx View, then
select OK.

The Analog Rx View displays Audio Spectrum, Audio Waveform, RF Generator
and Audio Metrics results windows.
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4. Select the RF Generator window to highlight. (It will be outlined in blue.) Set the
parameters as follows:

a. RF Output Port to TR.

b. RF Frequency to 452.125 MHz.

c. RF Power to –100 dBm.

d. Select MOD to turn on.

e. Select RF Out to turn on.



5. Select Mod Setup >Analog Modulation Format to FM.

To save the basic Analog Rx screen configuration state

This basic setup will be the starting point for all of the other Analog Rx measurements
shown in this guide. To simplify the process you can save the state and recall it for
later use.

1. In the Control Bar, select the Folder icon and select Save.

2. Select Screen Config + State > Save As to open the Save to File dialog box.
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3. Enter a file name (for example, AnalogRx_basic) and select Save.

To recall the Analog Rx screen configuration state

1. To recall this state for later use, select the Folder icon and select Recall.

2. Select Screen Config + State > Recall From File.

3. Navigate to the AnalogRx_basic.screen file and select Recall.



SCPI Equivalent
:SYSTem:PRESet
:DISP:RTESt:VIEW ARX
:SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:OUTPut TR
:SENSe:FREQuency:CENTer 452125000
:SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude -100
:OUTPut:MODulation:STATe ON
:OUTPut:STATe ON
:SOURce:MODulation:ANALog:FORMat FM
:MMEMory:STORe:SCONfig "AnalogRx_basic"
:MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig "AnalogRx_basic"

C# Equivalent
public void BasicAnalogRxMeasurementParameters (double CenterFrequency,
double RFAmplitude, string modType, string FileName)
{

SendScpiCommand(":SYSTem:PRESet");
SendScpiCommand(":DISP:RTES:VIEW ARX");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:OUTPut TR");
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FREQuency " + CenterFrequency); //452125000
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude " +
RFAmplitude); //-100
SendScpiCommand(":OUTPut:MODulation:STATe ON");
SendScpiCommand(":OUTPut:STATe ON");
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:MODulation:ANALog:FORMat " + modType); //FM
SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:STORe:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");
//AnalogRx_basic
SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");

}
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Measuring Rx Rated Audio Frequency Output Power

Rated Audio Frequency Output Power is the power specified by the manufacturer that
is available at the receiver's output terminals when the output terminals are
connected to a specified load.

Refer to TIA Standard 603-E, section 1.3.3.9, for more information.

To measure Rated Audio Frequency Output Power

1. Refer to Setting Up the Basic Analog Rx Measurement Parameters (page 60), or
if you have saved the Screen Config + State to a file, go to To recall the Analog
Rx screen configuration state (page 63).

2. Select the RF Generator window to highlight and set RF Power to –47 dB.

3. Select Mod Setup and set the FM Deviation to 3 kHz and the FM Rate to 1 kHz.

4. Select the Audio Metrics window to highlight.

5. From the Menu Panel, select Meas Setup.

6. Select the Advanced tab and set the Audio Reference Impedance. The default
value is 8 Ω.



The output power in this case is 34.92 mW.

SCPI equivalent programming example
:MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig "AnalogRx_basic"
:SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude -47
:SOURce:FM:DEViation 3000
:SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency 1000
:SENSe:AFANalyzer:AUDio:REFerence:IMPedance 8
:FETCh:AFANalyzer1? //The tenth number in this return sequence is the output
power (W)

C# equivalent programming example
public double MeasuringRxRatedAudioFrequencyOutputPower(double FMDeviation,
double RFAmplitude, double FMRate, string FileName)
{
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SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");
//AnalogRx_basic
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude " +
RFAmplitude); //-47
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FM:DEViation " + FMDeviation); //3000
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency " + FMRate); //1000
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:AFANalyzer:AUDio:REFerence:IMPedance 8");
double[] Workspace;
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:AFANalyzer1?");
return Workspace[9]; //Returns Output Power (W)

}



Measuring Rx Sensitivity (Standard SINAD)

The receiver sensitivity is the level of the receiver input signal at a specified frequency
and modulation that will result in the standard SINAD (Signal-to-noise and distortion)
at the output of the receiver.

Refer to TIA Standard 603-E, section 2.1.4, for more information.

To measure Rx Sensitivity

1. Refer to Setting Up the Basic Analog Rx Measurement Parameters (page 60), or
if you have saved the Screen Config + State to a file, go to To recall the Analog
Rx screen configuration state (page 63).

2. Select the RF Generator window to highlight and select Mod Setup.

3. Set the FM Deviation to 3 kHz and the FM Rate to 1 kHz.

4. Adjust the receiver volume control on the radio until you read 50% of the rated
audio level on the audio analyzer (Audio Metrics window).

5. In the RF Generator window, use the slide bar to decrease or increase the
power level while monitoring the SINAD value in the Audio Metrics window.
Adjust until the SINAD value is >S12 dB. Note that the power level is
-116.78 dBm.
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6. Now decrease the RF Power until the SINAD drops just below 12 dB.

This is the threshold where the specified modulation results in the SINAD
dropping below 12 dB.



SCPI equivalent programming example
:MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig "AnalogRx_basic"
:SOURce:FM:DEViation 3000
:SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency 1000
//Iteratively adjust RF power until measured SINAD drops below desired
sensitivity threshold
:FETCh:AFANalyzer1? //The fifth number in this return sequence is the SINAD
(dB)

C# equivalent programming example
public double MeasuringRxSensitivity(double FMDeviation, double FMRate,
string FileName)
{

SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");
//AnalogRx_basic
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FM:DEViation " + FMDeviation); //3000
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency " + FMRate); //1000
//iteratively adjust RF power until measured SINAD drops below desired
sensitivity threshold
double[] Workspace;
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:AFANalyzer1?");
return Workspace[4]; //Returns SINAD (dB)

}
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Measuring Rx Audio Frequency Response

Audio frequency response indicates how close the audio output of a receiver follows a
6 dB per octave de-emphasis curve with constant frequency deviation over a specific
frequency range.

Refer to TIA Standard 603-E, section 2.1.10, for more information.

To measure Audio Frequency Response

1. Refer to Setting Up the Basic Analog Rx Measurement Parameters (page 60), or
if you have saved the Screen Config + State to a file, go toTo recall the Analog
Rx screen configuration state (page 63).

2. Highlight the RF Generator window and select Mod Setup > FM Deviation to
20% of the maximum rated system deviation. For this example 1 kHz.

3. Select the Audio Spectrum window to highlight.

4. In the Menu Panel, select Marker > Peak Search tab > Peak Search.

5. While monitoring the signal in the Audio Spectrum window, adjust the output
audio level (volume) of the radio to achieve 50% of the rated output power of
the audio. You can also use the voltage and power (Watts) readouts on the
Audio Metrics window.

6. In the Audio Metrics window, record the Peak Audio Level as VREF.

7. Set the modulation frequency (FM Rate) to 300 Hz and record the Peak Audio
Level as VFREQ.



8. Calculate the audio frequency response at the frequency of interest by using
the following equation:

audio frequency response = 20 log10 (VFREQ/VREF)

9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 for modulation frequencies (FM Rate) from 300 Hz to
3000 Hz and record the value of each setting as VFREQ. (For example, 300 Hz,
500 Hz, 2 kHz, and 3 kHz).
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SCPI equivalent programming example
:MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig "AnalogRx_basic"
:SOURce:FM:DEViation 1000
// While monitoring the signal in the Audio Spectrum window, adjust the
output audio level (volume) of the radio to achieve 50% of the rated output
power of the audio. You can also use the voltage and power (Watts) readouts
on the Audio Metrics window.
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:AFANalyzer1? //The sixth number in this return sequence is peak
voltage (V)
:SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency 300
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:AFANalyzer1? //The sixth number in this return sequence is peak
voltage (V)
:SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency 500
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:AFANalyzer1? //The sixth number in this return sequence is peak
voltage (V)
:SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency 1000
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:AFANalyzer1? //The sixth number in this return sequence is peak
voltage (V)
:SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency 2000
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:AFANalyzer1? //The sixth number in this return sequence is peak
voltage (V)
:SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency 3000
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:AFANalyzer1? //The sixth number in this return sequence is peak
voltage (V)



C# equivalent programming example
public double[] MeasuringRxAudioFrequencyResponse(double FMDeviation, double
FMRate, double FMRateStop, string FileName)
{

SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");
//AnalogRx_basic
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FM:DEViation " + FMDeviation); //1000
//Manual input required
//While monitoring the signal in the Audio Spectrum window, adjust the
output audio level (volume) of the radio to achieve 50% of the rated
output power of the audio. You can also use the voltage and power (Watts)
readouts on the Audio Metrics window.
double[] ResultDouble = new double[(int)Math.Ceiling((FMRateStop -
FMRate)/(FMRateStop/100))];
double[] Workspace;
//double Workplace = 0;
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency " + FMRate); //300
for (int i = 0; FMRate <= FMRateStop; FMRate += (FMRateStop / 100))
//3000
{

SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency " + FMRate);
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:AFANalyzer1?");
if (i != 0)
{

ResultDouble[i] = 20 * Math.Log(Workspace[5] / ResultDouble[0]);
//Computes Audio Frequency Response

}
else
{

ResultDouble[0] = Workspace[5]; //Stores first value as Vref
}
i++;

}
return ResultDouble; //Returns array with Vref (V) and Audio Frequency
Response (dBV)

}
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Measuring Rx FM Hum and Noise

Rx Hum and Noise is the ratio of the rated output power to the residual output power
without modulation, both rated and residual output power are measured at a
standard input signal level.

Refer to TIA Standard 603-E, section 2.1.11, for more information.

To measure FM Hum and Noise

1. Refer to Setting Up the Basic Analog Rx Measurement Parameters (page 60), or
if you have saved the Screen Config + State to a file, go to To recall the Analog
Rx screen configuration state (page 63).

2. Highlight the RF Generator window, select Mod Setup and set FM Deviation to
3 kHz and FM Rate to 1 kHz.

3. In the Measure Bar, set the Single/Continuous icon to Single.

4. In the Display menu, select Set Reference. Note that the RMS Ratio is set to
0 dBm in the Audio Metrics window.

5. In the RF Generator window, close the Mod Setup menu panel and turn Mod Off
by clearing the checkbox.



6. Select Restart to initiate a single sweep. The Hum and Noise is automatically
calculated and displayed in the in the RMS Ratio field as –43.69 dB.
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SCPI equivalent programming example
:MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig "AnalogRx_basic"
:SOURce:FM:DEViation 3000
:SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency 1000
:DISPlay:AFANalyzer:METRics:MMAGnitude RMSRatio
:INITiate:RESTart
:DISP:AFAN:METR:MMAG RMSR
:OUTP:MOD OFF
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:AFANalyzer2? //The seventh number in this return sequence is RMS Ratio
(dB)

C# equivalent programming example
public double MeasuringRxFMHumandNoise(double FMDeviation, double FMRate,
string FileName)
{

SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");
//AnalogRx_basic
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FM:DEViation " + FMDeviation); //3000
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency " + FMRate); //1000
SendScpiCommand(":DISPlay:AFANalyzer:METRics:MMAGnitude RMSRatio");
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
SendScpiCommand(":DISP:AFAN:METR:MMAG RMSR");
SendScpiCommand(":OUTP:MOD OFF");
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
double[] Workspace;
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:AFANalyzer2?");
return Workspace[6]; //Returns RMS Ratio (dB)

}



Measuring Rx Audio Distortion

Rx Audio Distortion is the voltage ratio, usually expressed as a percentage of the rms
value of the undesired signal to the rms value of the complete signal at the output of
the receiver.

Refer to TIA Standard 603-E, section 2.1.12, for more information.

To measure Audio Distortion

1. Refer toSetting Up the Basic Analog Rx Measurement Parameters (page 60), or
if you have saved the Screen Config + State to a file, go to To recall the Analog
Rx screen configuration state (page 63).

2. On the RF Generator window set the RF Power to the standard input power. In
this example,–60 dBm.

3. Select Mod Setup and set FM Deviation to 3 kHz and the FM Rate to 1 kHz.

4. In the Menu Panel, select Marker > Peak Search tab > Peak Search.

5. While monitoring the signal in the Audio Spectrum window, adjust the output
audio level (volume) of the radio to achieve the maximum output power of the
audio. In this example, it is –20 dBm. You can also use the voltage and power
(Watts) readouts on the Audio Metrics window.

6. In the Audio Metrics window, note the THD (total harmonic distortion) value. In
this example, 19.037 %. If THD in dB is required, this can be adjusted from the
Menu Panel Display menu > Meas Display tab > Distortion & THD Unit.

7. Reduce the audio level 17 dB below the rated output power (for this example,
–20 dBm – 17 dB = –37 dBm), and note the THD value.
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8. The values recorded in steps 6 and 7 are the audio distortion level for the
respective power outputs.

SCPI equivalent programming example
:MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig "AnalogRx_basic"
:SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude -60
:SOURce:FM:DEViation 3000
:SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency 1000
:OUTPut:STATe ON
// While monitoring the signal in the Audio Spectrum window, adjust the
output audio level (volume) of the radio to achieve the maximum output power
of the audio. You can also use the voltage and power (Watts) readouts on the
Audio Metrics window.
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:AFANalyzer1? //The fourth number in this return sequence is THD (%)
//Reduce the audio level 17 dB below the rated output power, and note the THD
value.
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:AFANalyzer1? //The fourth number in this return sequence is THD (%)



C# equivalent programming example
public double[] MeasuringRxAudioDistortion(double RFPower, double RFPower2,
string FileName)
{

double[] ResultArray = new double[2];
double[] Workspace;
SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");
//AnalogRx_basic
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude " + RFPower);
//-60
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FM:DEViation " + FMDeviation); //3000
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency " + FMRate); //1000
SendScpiCommand(":OUTPut:STATe ON");
//While monitoring the signal in the Audio Spectrum window, adjust the
output audio level (volume) of the radio to achieve the maximum output
power of the audio. You can also use the voltage and power (Watts)
readouts on the Audio Metrics window.
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:AFANalyzer1?");
ResultArray[0] = Workspace[3];
//Reduce the audio level 17 dB below the rated output power, and note the
THD value.
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:AFANalyzer1?");
ResultArray[1]= Workspace[3];
return ResultArray; //Returns THD (%) before and after

}
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Measuring Rx Audio Squelch Sensitivity

Rx Audio Squelch Sensitivity of a receiver is the minimum signal level from a standard
input signal source, which when modified at a standard test modulation, will open the
receiver squelch.

Refer to TIA Standard 603-E, section 2.1.13, for more information.

To measure Audio Squelch Sensitivity

1. Refer to Setting Up the Basic Analog Rx Measurement Parameters (page 60), or
if you have saved the Screen Config + State to a file, go to To recall the Analog
Rx screen configuration state (page 63).

2. Highlight the RF Generator window and set the RF Power to the rated output
power of the DUT. In this example, –120 dBm.

3. Select Mod Setup and set FM Deviation to 3 kHz and the FM Rate to 1 kHz.

4. Reduce the RF Power in the RF Generator window until the audio signal is
muted for at least 10 seconds.



For this example, the RF power was reduced to –129.80 dBm.

SCPI equivalent programming example
:MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig "AnalogRx_basic"
:SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude -120
:SOURce:MODulation:ANALog:FORMat FM
:SOURce:FM:DEViation 3000
:SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency 1000
//Reduce the RF Power in the RF Generator window until the audio signal is
muted for at least 10 seconds.
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:AFANalyzer1? //The fifth number in this return sequence is SINAD (dB)
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C# equivalent programming example
public double MeasuringRxAudioSquelchSensitivity(string FileName, double
RFPower, double FMDeviation, double FMRate)
{

SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");
//AnalogRx_basic
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude " + RFPower);
//-120
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:MODulation:ANALog:FORMat FM");
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FM:DEViation " + FMDeviation); //3000
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FM:INTernal:FREQuency " + FMRate); //1000
// Reduce the RF Power in the RF Generator window until the audio signal
is muted for at least 10 seconds.
double[] Workspace;
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:AFANalyzer1?");
return Workspace[4]; //Returns SINAD (dB)

}



Performing a Typical Rx Production Test

The following measurement procedure is a four-part measurement sequence that
may be used for DUT production testing.

Part 1: Calibrate the receiver audio output level

This step adjusts the receiver audio output until the voltage level reaches the target
value. For this example, the nominal RF power is –80 dBm, and the audio level target
value is 1 V peak.

1. Refer to Setting Up the Basic Analog Rx Measurement Parameters (page 60), or
if you have saved the Screen Config + State to a file, go to To recall the Analog
Rx screen configuration state (page 63).

2. In the RF Generator window, set RF power to –80 dBm.

3. Play the FM waveform into the receiver.

4. While monitoring the peak audio level in the Audio Metrics window, adjust the
radio volume until the level reaches the target value. For this example, 1 V.
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Part 2: Measure Audio Distortion

This step uses the calibrated audio output level ( –120 dBm) from Part 1 to measure
the audio circuitry quality, or total harmonic distortion (THD). THD measures the
harmonic distortion present in a signal and is a ratio of the sum of the powers of all
harmonic components to the power of the fundamental frequency. This result is
automatically calculated in Part 1. In this example, THD is 7.628 %.

Part 3: Measure the Audio 12 dB SINAD

SINAD provides a quantitative measurement of the quality of an audio signal from a

communication device.

SINAD is the ratio of the total signal power level (wanted Signal + Noise + Distortion
or SND) to unwanted signal power (Noise + Distortion or ND). The higher the figure the
higher the quality of the audio signal. It is expressed as a log value (in dB) as
10Log (SND/ND).

1. This step verifies the sensitivity threshold specification at the specified receiver
sensitivity ( –120 dBm or .2 µV). This result is automatically calculated in Part 1
and is shown in the figure below.

Part 4: Measure Rx Hum and Noise

Hum and Noise ratio is the ratio of the rated output power to the residual output
power (noise) in the absence of modulation. Both are measured at the standard input
signal level.



1. In the RF Generator window, set RF OUT to a nominal value. For this example,
– 80 dBm to make sure the RF power is above the receiver sensitivity.

2. In the RF Generator window, clear the MOD box to turn modulation off .

3. Restart the sweep by selecting Restart. The Hum and Noise is automatically
calculated and displayed in the in the RMS Ratio field as –43.69 dB.
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SCPI equivalent programming example
:MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig "AnalogRx_basic"
:SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude -80
//Play the FM waveform into the receiver. While monitoring the peak audio
level in the Audio Metrics window, adjust the radio volume until the level
reaches the target value. Use :FETCh:AFANalyzer1? to query the Audio Metrics.
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:AFANalyzer1? //The sixth, fourth, and fifth numbers in this return
sequence are Peak+ (V), THD (%), SINAD (dB), respectively
:SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude -80
:OUTP:MOD OFF
:OUTPut:STATe ON
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:AFANalyzer1? //The ninth number in this return sequence is RMS (V)

C# equivalent programming example
public double[] PerformingATypicalRxProductionTest(double RFPower, double
RFPower2, string FileName)
{



SendScpiCommand(":MMEMory:LOAD:SCONfig " + "\"" + FileName + "\"");
//AnalogRx_basic
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude " + RFPower);
//-80
//Play the FM waveform into the receiver. While monitoring the peak audio
level in the Audio Metrics window, adjust the radio volume until the
level reaches the target value. Use :FETCh:AFANalyzer1? to query the
Audio Metrics.
double[] Workspace;
double[] ResultArray = new double[4];
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:AFANalyzer1?");
ResultArray[0] = Workspace[5];
ResultArray[1] = Workspace[3];
ResultArray[2] = Workspace[4];
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude " + RFPower2);
//-80
SendScpiCommand(":OUTP:MOD OFF");
SendScpiCommand(":OUTPut:STATe ON");
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
Workspace = ScpiQuery<double[]>(":FETCh:AFANalyzer1?");
ResultArray[3] = Workspace[8];
return ResultArray; //Returns Peak+ (V), THD (%), SINAD (dB), RMS (V)

}
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Digital Transceiver Measurements

To use this feature youmust have an N9093EM1E license.

The Digital transmitter and receiver measurements examples were made using an
APCO P25 radio transmitting and receiving at 851.0125 MHz. Each measurement
procedure is followed with the equivalent SCPI and C# example.

You can substitute settings as applicable for your radio testing
requirements.

Digital Transmitter Measurements

Most of the transmitter tests for APCO and DMR are not made in Digital mode. In fact,
they are often made in Analog FM mode.

Refer to the sections below for Analog Tx test.

Setting Up Analog Tx Basic Measurement Parameters (page 30)

Measuring Tx Conducted Carrier Output Power Rating (page 39)

Measuring Adjacent Channel Power Ratio (page 41)

Measuring Tx FM Hum and Noise (page 48)

Measuring Tx Carrier Frequency Stability (page 52)

However, there is one transmitter test that can be made in Digital mode it is
Measuring APCO P25 Tx Modulation Fidelity, as shown in the following procedure.



Digital Transceiver Measurements

Measuring APCO P25 Tx Modulation Fidelity

APCO P25 is an LMR standard that is mainly used by police and fire departments.

In the P25 standard (TIA-EIA-102) there is a measurement called Modulation Fidelity.
Modulation Fidelity is defined as; "the degree of closeness to which the modulation
follows the desired ideal theoretical modulation." This is a very important
measurement for P25 C4FM modulation as it provides critical insights to make a
confident judgment about the overall quality of the radio transmitter.

The theory behind the term "Modulation Fidelity" is really a combination of many
parameters, including frequency error, symbol deviation, and RMS deviation error.
The M8920A was designed to summarize all the critical insights (Tx Power, TX FSK
Error, RMS deviation error, symbol deviation, C4FM 4 FSK Constellation diagram,
ACP and Occupied bandwidth) and display all the metrics needed in ONE digital
transmit view.

To measure APCO P25 Modulation Fidelity

1. In the Menu Panel, select the Preset icon and select Mode Preset to
set the Radio Test Solution to a known state.

2. At the top of the display, select the Screen tab to open the
Mode/Measurement/View Selector window.

3. Select Radio Test > Radio Test > Digital Tx View, then select OK.
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4. Select the RF Spectrum window to highlight.

5. From the Menu Panel, select Frequency > Center Frequency and set to
851.0125 MHz.

6. In the Menu Panel, select Input/Output > Input tab > RF Input Port to T/R.



Digital Transceiver Measurements

7. Select the Digital Demod Metrics window to hightlight.

8. From the Menu Panel, select Meas Setup > Meas Standard > Preset to Std.

9. In Radio Standards Preset, select Radio > APCO-25. Then choose the profile of
the digital radio, such as> C4FM/CQPK Combined. Select OK.
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10. From the Menu Panel, select Amplitude > Range tab and set Range to 35 dBm,
the transmission power of this radio.

11. Key the radio to transmit the signal into the T/R port.



Digital Transceiver Measurements

Tx Power, TX FSK Error, RMS deviation error, symbol deviation, C4FM 4 FSK
Constellation diagram, ACP and Occupied bandwidth results are all displayed
in the digital transmit view above.

SCPI equivalent programming example
:SYSTem:PRESet
:DISP:RTESt:VIEW DTX
:SENSe:FREQuency:CENTer 851012500
:SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:INPUt TR
:SENSe:RADio:STANdard:PRESet AP1C4FM
:SENSe:POWer:RF:RANGe 35
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:DDEMod1? //Digital Demod Metrics, to be leveraged by user, see N9093
Radio Test Mode Help for additional explanation
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C# equivalent programming example
public double[] MeasuringAPCOP25TxModulationFidelity(double CenterFrequency,
string RadioStandard, double RFRange)
{

SendScpiCommand(":SYSTem:PRESet");
SendScpiCommand(":DISP:RTESt:VIEW DTX");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FREQuency:CENTer " + CenterFrequency);
//851012500
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:INPUt TR");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:RADio:STANdard:PRESet " + RadioStandard);
//AP1C4FM
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:POWer:RF:RANGe " + RFRange); //35
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
return ScpiQuery<double[]>("FETCh:DDEMod1?"); // Returns Digital Demod
Metrics, to be leveraged by user, see N9093 Radio Test Mode Help for
additional explanation

}
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Digital Receiver Measurements

Similar to digital transmitter test, most of the receiver tests for APCO and DMR are
not made in Digital mode. They are often made in Analog FM mode.

You can substitute settings as applicable for your radio testing
requirements.

Refer to the sections below for Analog Rx test.

Setting Up the Basic Analog Rx Measurement Parameters (page 60)

Measuring Rx Rated Audio Frequency Output Power (page 65)

Measuring Rx Audio Frequency Response (page 71)

Measuring Rx FM Hum and Noise (page 75)

Measuring Rx Audio Distortion (page 78)

Measuring Rx Audio Squelch Sensitivity (page 81)

Performing a Typical Rx Production Test (page 84)

There is one receiver test that can be made in Digital mode. It is the Rx Bit Error Rate
(Rx BER) as shown in the following procedure.
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Measuring APCO P25 Rx BER

To use this feature youmust have an N9093EM1E license.

The M8920A is equipped with built-in P25 and other LMR standard's waveforms (such
as DMR). These waveforms are often needed for the receiver in Digital mode, such as
Rx BER. In addition, most digital radios have built-in BER to check the sensitivity level
of the receiver and to compute the Rx BER metric.

To measure APCO P25 Rx BER

1. In the Menu Panel, select the Preset icon and select Mode Preset to
set the Radio Test Solution to a known state.

2. At the top of the display, select the Screen tab to open the
Mode/Measurement/View Selector window.

3. Select Radio Test > Radio Test >Digital Rx View, then select OK.

4. Select the RF Generator window and set the RF Output Port to T/R.
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5. Select Mod Setup. Set the Modulation Type as Digital and select the Test
Pattern for your APCO radio. Select OK.

Rx BER is oftenmade with APC0-25 C4FMStandard 1011
test pattern.

6. In the RF Generator window,change the RF Frequency of the generator to tune
to the same frequency of the receiver being tested. For this example,
851.0125 MHz.

7. Select your desired RF Power and select RF OUT and MOD to enable.
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8. Use the radio manufacturer's software to allow the radio to compute the BER.

SCPI equivalent programming example
:SYSTem:PRESet
:DISP:RTESt:VIEW DRX
:SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:OUTPut TR
:SOUR:MOD:DIG:FORM APCO25C4FM,STD1011
:SENSe:FREQuency:CENTer 851012500
:OUTPut:STATe ON
:OUTP:MOD ON
//Use the radio manufacturer's software to allow the radio to compute the
BER.
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C# equivalent programming example
public void MeasuringAPCOP25RxBER(double CenterFrequency, string
RadioStandard, string RadioProfile)
{

SendScpiCommand(":SYSTem:PRESet");
SendScpiCommand(":DISP:RTESt:VIEW DRX");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:OUTPut TR");
SendScpiCommand(":SOUR:MOD:DIG:FORM " + RadioStandard + ", " +
RadioProfile); //APCO25C4FM & STD1011
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FREQuency:CENTer " + CenterFrequency);
//851012500
SendScpiCommand(":OUTPut:STATe ON");
SendScpiCommand(":OUTP:MOD ON");
//Use the radio manufacturer's software to allow the radio to compute the
BER.

}
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Measurements Incorporating Signal Studio
The following measurement examples show how to use the powerful features of
Signal Studio to enhance the capabilities of the Radio Test Set. Topics included are:

Play Built-in LMR Waveforms and Analyze LMR Signals (page 102)

Create and Save APCO Waveform Files Using Signal Studio LMR (N7640EMBC)
(page 109)

Create and Save DMR Waveform Files Using Signal Studio Custom Modulation
(N7608EMBC) (page 122)
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Play Built-in LMR Waveforms and Analyze LMR Signals

To use this feature youmust have an N9093EM1E license.

The N9093 Radio Test Mode application provides built-in Land Mobile Radio (LMR)
test waveforms. These waveforms are created from standard test patterns such as
APCO 1011 and DMR 1031 (simulating a 1 kHz signal), which are commonly used to
perform Rx BER and other measurements. If more flexibility is required, Signal Studio
X LMR (Keysight N7640EMBC) and Signal Studio Custom Modulation (Keysight
N7608EMBC) applications can be used to generate additional waveforms. These are
described in following sections.

To setup the basic measurement

The first two steps below are valid if you are currently using the
Radio Test Mode. If you are using any of the other modes, (for
example, IQ Analyzer, WLAN, Bluetooth, etc) you will need to
select the Radio Test Mode first, then select Mode Preset.

1. In the Menu Panel, select the Preset icon and select Mode Preset to
set the N9093 Radio Test Mode to a known state.

2. At the top of the display, select the Screen tab to open the
Mode/Measurement/View Selector window.

3. Select Radio Test > Radio Test > Digital Tx View, then select OK.

4. Select the RF Spectrum window to highlight.
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5. From the Menu Panel, select Frequency > Center Frequency and set to
851.0125 MHz.

6. From the Menu Panel, select Input/Output >Input tab > RF Input Port to T/R.

7. From the Menu Panel, select Ampitude > Range tab and set to 35 dBm, the
transmission power of this radio.

To add the RF Generator window to the Screen view

1. Add the RF Generator window to the screen by first selecting the View Editor
button.
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3. In View Editor mode, select one of two arrows containing + signs to create a
new window to the right or below the current window.

4. In the Data Window drop-down menu, select RF Generator.
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5. Click on the View Editor button to close the editor and return to normal mode.

To setup LMR signal analysis

1. In the RF Generator window, change the RF Power to –30 dBm.

2. Set the RF Frequency to 851.0125 MHz.

3. Set RF Output Port to T/R.

4. Select MOD and RF OUT to turn on.

5. Select Mod Setup and set Modulation Type as Digital.

6. Select Modulation Format and Test Pattern as APCO 25 C4FM Standard 1011.
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7. Key the transmitter.

8. You should see the 851.0125 MHz signal in the RF Spectrum window.

9. Highlight the Constellation window.

10. From the Menu Panel, select Meas Setup > Preset to Standard.

11. In Radio Standards Preset, select Radio > APCO-25 > C4FM/CQPK Combined
and then select OK.
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12. Observe the Constellation window and analyze the Digital Demod Metrics.

Once the digital demod settings have been preset correctly to the APCO-25
C4FM/CQPK Combined profile, the FSK error will be very low, and
consequently the constellation will reflect this small error as very tight
constellation points centered on the target symbol points. A poor quality radio
transmitter would exhibit higher FSK error and a less focused constellation.
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SCPI equivalent programming example
:SYSTem:PRESet
:DISP:RTESt:VIEW DTX
:SENSe:FREQuency:CENTer 851012500
:SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:INPUt TR
:SENSe:POWer:RF:RANGe 35
:SOURce:FREQuency:CW 851012500
:SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude -30
:SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:OUTPut TR
:OUTPut:STATe ON
:OUTP:MOD ON
:SOURce:MODulation:TYPE DIGital
:SOURce:MODulation:DIGital:FORMat APCO25C4FM,STD1011
//Key the Transmitter
:SENSe:RADio:STANdard:PRESet AP1C4FM
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:DDEMod1? //Digital Demod Metrics, to be leveraged by user, see N9093
Radio Test Mode Help for additional explanation

C# equivalent programming example
public double[] PlayBuiltinLMRWaveformsandAnalyzeLMRSignals(string
ModulationFormat, string RadioStandard, string RadioProfile, double RFPower,
double RFFrequency, double RFCWFrequency, double RFRange)
{

SendScpiCommand(":SYSTem:PRESet");
SendScpiCommand(":DISP:RTESt:VIEW DTX");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FREQuency:CENTer " + RFFrequency); //851012500
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:INPUt TR");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:POWer:RF:RANGe " + RFRange); //35
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FREQuency:CW " + RFCWFrequency); //851012500
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude " + RFPower);
//-30
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:OUTPut TR");
SendScpiCommand(":OUTPut:STATe ON");
SendScpiCommand(":OUTP:MOD ON");
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:MODulation:TYPE DIGital");
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:MODulation:DIGital:FORMat " + ModulationFormat +
", " + RadioProfile); //APCO25C4FM & STD1011
//Please insert logic to key the transmitter
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:RADio:STANdard:PRESet " + RadioStandard);
//AP1C4FM
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
return ScpiQuery<double[]>("FETCh:DDEMod1?"); //Returns Digital Demod
Metrics, to be leveraged by user, see N9093 Radio Test Mode Help for
additional explanation

}
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Create and Save APCO Waveform Files Using Signal
Studio LMR (N7640EMBC)

To use Signal Studio LMR youmust have an N7640EMBC license.
To analyze the waveform youmust have either the N9093EM1E,
N9054EMOE, or Y9054EM0E VMA license.

Signal Studio X for Land Mobile Radio (LMR) test software is a flexible signal creation

tool that will reduce the time you spend on signal simulation.

Component and transmitter test

Signal Studio uses waveform playback mode to create and customize waveform files

needed to test components and transmitters. It allows you to:

configure signal parameters

calculate the resulting waveforms

download files for playback

Receiver test

Signal Studio enables you to create signals for receiver uncoded bit-error-rate (BER)
for early testing of receiver hardware.

Once the signals are setup, you can generate and play them using the N9093 Radio
Test Mode application.

To setup and create a waveform file

1. From the Windows Start menu, select All Programs > Keysight Signal Studio X
2018 > Keysight Signal Studio X 2018.

2. In the Carriers tab, select APCO25 Phase 1 tree node in the left pane under the
Land Mobile Radio tree.

3. In the right panel, set Packet Type to Voice Packet.

4. Set Modulation Type to C4FM.

5. Turn On Use Predefined Test Pattern.
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6. Set the Test Patterns to Tone 1011 Hz.

7.  In the Waveform tab, select the Generate icon . Once the generation is
complete, you will see the spectrum preview of the generated waveform.
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To export the waveform

1. In the upper left, select the File menu icon .

2. To export the WFM file, select Export Waveform.

3. Click Browse and navigate to the folder to export the waveform.

4. Specify a file name and select Export.

To save the waveform

1. In the upper left, select the File menu icon .

2. To save the settings file (.scp), select Save As.

3. Click Browse and navigate to the folder to export the waveform.

4. Specify a file name and select Save.
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To create a custom payload for an APCO signal

1. Select the Carriers tab and turn Off Use Defined Test Pattern.

In this mode, you can modify various parameters such as header parameters or
enter customer payload data. Signal Studio will perform channel coding
accordingly.

2. To define the payload, select the Pen icon and select either Standard or
Custom pattern for your signal.
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3. Select to generate the waveform. Once generation is complete, you
can see the spectrum preview of the generated waveform.

4. Save and Export this waveform.

To setup the basic measurement

The first two steps below are valid if you are currently using the
Radio Test Mode. If you are using any of the other modes, (for
example, IQ Analyzer, WLAN, Bluetooth, etc) you will need to
select the Radio Test Mode first, then select Mode Preset.

1. In the Menu Panel, select the Preset icon and select Mode Preset to
set the N9093 Radio Test Mode to a known state.

2. At the top of the display, select the Screen tab to open the
Mode/Measurement/View Selector dialog box.

3. Select Radio Test > Radio Test > Digital Tx View, then select OK.
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4. Select the RF Spectrum window to highlight.

5. From the Menu Panel, select Frequency > Center Frequency and set to
851.0125 MHz.

6. From the Menu Panel, select Input/Output >Input tab > RF Input Port to T/R.
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7. From the Menu Panel, select Ampitude > Range tab and set to 35 dBm, the
transmission power of this radio.
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To add the RF Generator window to the Screen view

1. Add the RF Generator window to the screen by first selecting the View Editor
button.

3. In View Editor mode, select one of two arrows containing + signs to create a
new window to the right or below the current window.

4. In the Data Window drop-down menu, select RF Generator.
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5. Click on the View Editor button to close the editor and return to normal mode.

To recall the newly created signal in the N9093 software

1. In the N9093 application, select the Folder icon in the Control Bar
(bottom of the screen) and then select Recall.
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2. Select Waveform > Recall from File.

3. Browse and select the APCO waveform that you created, then select Recall.

Notice that the waveform file has been loaded into the left pane under
Segement. Here you can select just the one segment file or mutlitple files.

4. Close the Recall window by selecting the "X" in the top right corner.

5. In the RF Generator window, change the RF Power to –30 dBm.

6. Set the RF Frequency to 851.0125 MHz.

7. Set RF Output Port to T/R.

8. Select MOD and RF OUT to turn on.
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9. Select Mod Setup and set Modulation Type as ARB.

10. Select Select Waveform, choose the waveform segment and then select OK.

11. In MOD Setup, turn ARB State On.

You can also use the Source menu to play back the
waveform instead of the RF Generator window. From the
Menu Panel select Input/Output > RF Source tab >
Modulation Setup >ARB Setup > Select Waveform to
access the waveform you created in Signal Studio.
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12. Highlight the Constellation window. From the Menu Panel, select Meas Setup
> Preset to Standard >Radio as the Catagory > APCO-25 > C4FM/CQPSK
Combined > Close.

13. Key the transmitter.

14. Observe the APCO demod and verify the frequency deviation.
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SCPI equivalent programming example
//Use Signal Studio X 2018 to complete the first part of this exercise.
:SYSTem:PRESet
:DISP:RTESt:VIEW DTX
:SENSe:FREQuency:CENTer 851012500
:SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:INPUt TR
:SENSe:POWer:RF:RANGe 35
:SOURce:RADio:ARB:WAVeform "[Waveform Name]"
:SOURce:FREQuency:CW 851012500
:SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude -30
:SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:OUTPut TR
:OUTPut:STATe ON
:OUTP:MOD ON
:SOURce:MODulation:TYPE ARB
:SOURce:RADio:ARB:STATe ON
:SENSe:RADio:STANdard:PRESet AP1C4FM
//Key the transmitter
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:DDEMod1? //Digital Demod Metrics, to be leveraged by user, see N9093
Radio Test Mode Help for additional explanation

C# equivalent programming example
public double[] CreateandSaveAPCOWaveformFilesUsingSignalStudioLMR(string
WaveformName, string RadioStandard, double RFPower, double RFFrequency,
double RFCWFrequency, double RFRange)
{

//Use Signal Studio X 2018 to complete the first part of this exercise.
SendScpiCommand(":SYSTem:PRESet");
SendScpiCommand(":DISP:RTESt:VIEW DTX");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FREQuency:CENTer " + RFFrequency); //851012500
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:INPUt TR");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:POWer:RF:RANGe " + RFRange); //35
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:RADio:ARB:WAVeform \"" + WaveformName + "\"");
//Enter the Waveform name of the signal studio file you made.
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FREQuency:CW " + RFCWFrequency); //851012500
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude " + RFPower);
//-30
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:OUTPut TR");
SendScpiCommand(":OUTPut:STATe ON");
SendScpiCommand(":OUTP:MOD ON");
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:MODulation:TYPE ARB");
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:RADio:ARB:STATe ON");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:RADio:STANdard:PRESet " + RadioStandard);
//AP1C4FM
//Please insert logic to key the transmitter
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
return ScpiQuery<double[]>("FETCh:DDEMod1?"); //Returns Digital Demod
Metrics, to be leveraged

}
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Create and Save DMR Waveform Files Using Signal
Studio Custom Modulation (N7608EMBC)

To use Signal Studio CustomModulation you will need either the
N7608EMBCor Y9054EMOE VMA license. To analyze the
waveform youmust have N9093EM1E, N9054EM0E, N9054EM0E,
or Y9054EM0E VMA license.

Signal Studio Pro (N7608CEMBC) for custom modulation software is a flexible suite of
signal-creation tools that will reduce the time you spend on signal simulation. 5G
candidate modulations, custom OFDM, and IQ signals can quickly and easily be
generated for component, transmitter, and receiver test of emerging standards and
5G applications.

Component and transmitter test

Signal Studio uses waveform playback mode to create and customize waveform files

needed to test components and transmitters. Its user-friendly interface lets you

configure signal parameters, calculate the resulting waveforms, and download files
for playback. The applications for these test signals include parametric test of
components such as amplifiers and filters, and performance characterization and
verification of RF sub-systems.

Receiver test

Signal Studio enables you to create signals for receiver uncoded bit-error-rate (BER)
for early testing of receiver hardware.

Once the signals are setup, you can download them to the N9093 Radio Test Mode
application.
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To setup and create a waveform file

This procedure uses the simulation mode to create a Digital Mobile Radio (DMR)
continuous wave waveform file.

1. From the Windows Start menu, select All Programs > Keysight Signal Studio >
Custom Modulation.

2. In the Welcome screen, select Simulated Hardware > M9381A PXIe Vector
Signal Generator > OK.

3. In the Custom Modulation screen, select Custom Modulation > Custom IQ.
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4. In the left pane under Waveform Setup, select Custom IQ.

5. In the right pane, select Quick Setups > DMR format.
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6. The default payload is PN9. You can modify the payload by selecting Payload
Data.
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To export and save the waveform data and file

1. From the File menu, select Export Waveform Data.

2. In the Export Waveform dialog box, navigate to the location to store the
waveform file, choose a file name and then Save.

3. Select File > Save As to save the newly defined settings.

To setup the basic measurement in the N9093 software

The first two steps below are valid if you are currently using the
Radio Test Mode. If you are using any of the other modes, (for
example, IQ Analyzer, WLAN, Bluetooth, etc) you will need to
select the Radio Test Mode first, then select Mode Preset.

1. In the Menu Panel, select the Preset icon and select Mode Preset to
set the N9093 Radio Test Mode to a known state.

2. At the top of the display, select the Screen tab to open the
Mode/Measurement/View Selector dialog box.

3. Select Radio Test > Radio Test > Digital Tx View, then select OK.

4. Select the RF Spectrum window to highlight.

5. From the Menu Panel, select Frequency > Center Frequency and set to
851.0125 MHz.

6. From the Menu Panel, select Input/Output >Input tab > RF Input Port to T/R.
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7. From the Menu Panel, select Ampitude > Range tab and set to 35 dBm, the
transmission power of this radio.
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To add the RF Generator window to the Screen view

1. Add the RF Generator window to the screen by first selecting the View Editor
button.

3. In View Editor mode, select one of two arrows containing + signs to create a
new window to the right or below the current window.

4. In the Data Window drop-down menu, select RF Generator.
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5. Click on the View Editor button to close the editor and return to normal mode.

To recall the newly created signal in the N9093 software

1. In the N9093 application, select the Folder icon in the Control Bar (bottom
of the screen) and then select Recall.
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2. Select Waveform > Recall from File.

3. Browse and select the DMR waveform that you created, then select Recall.
Notice that the waveform file has been loaded into the left pane under
Segement. Here you can select just the one segment file or mutlitple files.

4. In the RF Generator window, change the RF Power to –30 dBm.

5. Set the RF Frequency to 851.0125 MHz.

6. Set RF Output Port to T/R.

7. Select MOD and RF OUT to turn on.
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8. Select Mod Setup and set Modulation Type as ARB.

9. Select Select Waveform, choose the waveform segment and then select OK.

10. In MOD Setup, turn ARB State On.

You can also use the Source menu to play back the
waveform instead of the RF Generator window. From the
Menu Panel select Input/Output > RF Source tab >
Modulation Setup >ARB Setup > Select Waveform to
access the waveform you created in Signal Studio.
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11. Highlight the Constellation window. From the Menu Panel, select Meas Setup
> Preset to Standard >Radio > DMR > Close.

12. In the Menu Panel, select Meas Setup > Meas Time > Burst Search Off.

13. Key the transmitter.

14. Observe the DMR demod and verify the frequency deviation.

Tip: For a bursted signal you must select the Trigger to Video and set the Trigger
Level.

1. Highlight the Constellation window.

2. In the Menu Panel, select Trigger > Trigger Source > Video.
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3. In the Menu Panel, select Meas Setup >Meas Time tab > set Burst Search to
On.
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SCPI equivalent programming example
//Use Signal Studio Pro to complete the first part of this exercise.
:SYSTem:PRESet
:DISP:RTESt:VIEW DTX
:SENSe:FREQuency:CENTer 851012500
:SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:INPUt TR
:SENSe:POWer:RF:RANGe 35
:SOURce:RADio:ARB:WAVeform "[Waveform Name]"
:SOURce:FREQuency:CW 851012500
:SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude -30
:SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:OUTPut TR
:OUTPut:STATe ON
:OUTP:MOD ON
:SOURce:MODulation:TYPE ARB
:SOURce:RADio:ARB:STATe ON
:SENSe:RADio:STANdard:PRESet DMR
:SENSe:DDEMod:SYNC:BURSt:STATe OFF
//Key the Transmitter
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:DDEMod1? //Digital Demod Metrics, to be leveraged by user, see N9093
Radio Test Mode Help for additional explanation
:TRIG:DDEM:SOUR VIDEo
:SENSe:DDEMod:SYNC:BURSt:STATe ON
:INITiate:RESTart
:FETCh:DDEMod1? //Digital Demod Metrics, to be leveraged by user, see N9093
Radio Test Mode Help for additional explanation
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C# equivalent programming example
public double[]
CreateandSaveDMRWaveformFilesUsingSignalStudioCustomModulation(string
WaveformName, string RadioStandard, double RFPower, double RFFrequency,
double RFCWFrequency, double RFRange)
{

double[] ResultDouble = new double[22];
//Use Signal Studio Pro to complete the first part of this exercise.
SendScpiCommand(":SYSTem:PRESet");
SendScpiCommand(":DISP:RTESt:VIEW DTX");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FREQuency:CENTer " + RFFrequency); //851012500
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:INPUt TR");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:POWer:RF:RANGe " + RFRange); //35
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:RADio:ARB:WAVeform \"" + WaveformName + "\"");
//Enter the Waveform name of the signal studio file you made.
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:FREQuency:CW " + RFCWFrequency); //851012500
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:POWer:LEVel:IMMediate:AMPLitude " + RFPower);
//-30
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:FEED:RF:PORT:OUTPut TR");
SendScpiCommand(":OUTPut:STATe ON");
SendScpiCommand(":OUTP:MOD ON");
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:MODulation:TYPE ARB");
SendScpiCommand(":SOURce:RADio:ARB:STATe ON");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:RADio:STANdard:PRESet " + RadioStandard); //DMR
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
ResultDouble = ScpiQuery<double[]>("FETCh:DDEMod1?");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:DDEMod:SYNC:BURSt:STATe OFF");
//Please insert logic to key the transmitter
SendScpiCommand(":TRIG:DDEM:SOUR VIDEo");
SendScpiCommand(":SENSe:DDEMod:SYNC:BURSt:STATe ON");
SendScpiCommand(":INITiate:RESTart");
ResultDouble = ResultDouble.Concat(ScpiQuery<double[]>
("FETCh:DDEMod1?")).ToArray();
return ResultDouble; //Returns Digital Demod Metrics before and after, to
be leveraged by user, see N9093 Radio Test Mode Help for additional
explanation

}
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Cable and Connector Care
Module Cable and Connector Care (page 137)

Visual Inspection (page 140)

Making Connections (page 141)

Cleaning Connectors (page 142)

Module Cable and Connector Care

Use the Keysight cable removal tool to disconnect push-on cables from the module
front panel connectors.

To avoid damage to the cables or connectors, pull the cable
straight away from the connector. Do not use the tool as a pry bar.

Connections

Inspect the connector contacts for integrity. It is necessary to use good lighting (such
as a halogen task light) to see the contacts.

Notice the location of the cross hairs in relationship to the center of the figures.
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Contact integrity

Refer to the following for visual guidelines when evaluating the contact integrity of a
connector.

Concentricity

The following examples show the concentricity of both the male and female 1.0 mm
connectors:

Female connector:
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Male connector:
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Visual Inspection

Visual inspection and, if necessary cleaning should be done every time a connection is
made. Metal particles from connector threads may fall into the connector when it is
disconnected. One connection made with a dirty or damaged connector can damage
both connectors beyond repair.

Magnification is helpful when inspecting connectors, but it is not required and may
actually be misleading. Defects and damage that cannot be seen without
magnification generally have no effect on electrical or mechanical performance.
Magnification is of great use in analyzing the nature and cause of damage and in
cleaning connectors, but it is not required for inspection.

Obvious Defects or Damage

Examine the connectors first for obvious defects or damage:

Plating
Bare metal showing

Burrs or blisters

Deformed threads

Center conductors
Bent

Broken

Misaligned

Concentricity

Connector nuts should move smoothly and be free of:
Burrs

Loose metal particles

Rough spots

Any connector that has obvious defects should be discarded.
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Making Connections

Good connections require a skilled operator. Instrument sensitivity and coaxial
connector mechanical tolerances are such that slight errors in operator technique can
have a significant effect on measurements and measurement uncertainties.

The most common cause ofmeasurement error is poor
connections.

Connection Procedure

1. Ground yourself and all devices (wear a grounded wrist strap and work on an
antistatic mat).

2. Visually inspect the connectors (refer to Visual Inspection (page 140)).

3. If necessary, clean the connectors (refer to Cleaning Connectors (page 142)).

4. Carefully align the connectors. The male connector center pin must slip con-
centrically into the contact fingers of the female connector.

5. Push the connectors straight together. Do not twist or screw them together. As
the center conductors mate, there is usually a slight resistance.

Do not twist one connector into the other (like inserting a light
bulb). This happens when you turn the device body, rather
than the connector nut. Major damage to the center conductor
and the outer conductor can occur if the device body is twisted.

6. Initial tightening can be done by hand or with an open-end wrench. Tighten
until "snug" or where the connectors are first making contact. The preliminary
connection is tight enough when the mating plane surfaces make uniform, light
contact. Do not over tighten this connection.
At this point, all you want is for the outer conductors to make gentle contact on
both mating surfaces. Use very light finger pressure (no more than 2 inch-
pounds of torque).

7. Relieve any side pressure on the connection from long or heavy devices or
cables. This assures consistent torque.

8. Torque the cable or device to the final value using a torque wrench.
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Cleaning Connectors

1. Inspect the connectors for dust, dirt, metal fragment, oils or film, and debris.

2. Blow off any dust with a filtered, clean supply of compressed air.

3. Add a few drops of high-purity isopropyl alcohol to a small cleaning swab (do
not apply alcohol directly to the parts).

4. Gently wipe connecting surfaces with the end of the cleaning swab.

5. Blow dry with compressed air.

6. Inspect and repeat cleaning procedure if necessary.
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